So... What's Next?

Cohort III Selection Process
Know of an innovative, Jewish nonprofit startup? Applications are open for the next Accelerator cohort. Refer them to apply today: OU.org/accelerator/apply

What do nonprofit founders gain from the cohort experience? Hear about it from past Accelerator winners.

Cohort II Graduation
We've wrapped up the educational curriculum for Cohort II. Their Demo Day Graduation will be later this winter.

Remind me again, how does this work?
New to the OU Impact Accelerator? Let this infographic do the explaining.
SELECTION
Through an extensive selection process, the OU Impact Accelerator chooses its cohort of nonprofit founders transforming the Jewish landscape.

EDUCATION
Nonprofit founders will participate in workshops and seminars. They will also work with lay leader professionals and OU experts to develop customized training to accelerate their ventures.

GRADUATION
Each cohort will showcase their growth in the accelerator at a Demo Day Graduation for community leaders, activists, and the larger Jewish community.

BUILD OUR NATION
As each venture expands its impact, cohorts stay connected through our alumni network and meetups. We are always here for guidance and support.

APPLY TODAY
https://www.ou.org/accelerator/apply/
Stay up to date!

Follow our social media for updates about our Cohort II Demo Day Graduation, Cohort III Pitch Night, and more!

Sincerely,

Jenna Beltser
*Founding Director*

[Orthodox Union Impact Accelerator](#)

Read the [latest news](#) about our work

Join the [Accelerator Club](#) to transform the landscape of the Jewish future